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NEW ZEALAND MOTOR INDUSTRY-APPRENTICESHIP ORDER 

In the Court of Arbitration of New Zealand-In the matter of the Apprentices Act 
1948; and in the matter of the conditions of apprenticeship in the motor industry. 

WHEREAS application has been made to the Court by the New Zealand Motor Trades 
Apprenticeship Committee for a new apprenticeship order governing the conditions 
of apprenticeship in the motor industry for the whole of New Zealand: And whereas 
the Court has heard the employers, workers, and other persons concerned and has 
considered the recommendations made to it by the said Committee: And whereas 
the Court has deemed it expedient to make a new order under section 13 of the 
Apprentices Act 1948, prescribing wages, hours, and other conditions of employment 
to be incorporated in contracts of apprenticeship in the said industry, and prescribing 
such other matters and things as the Court is required and authorised by the said 
section or elsewhere to prescribe: Now, therefore, the Court doth hereby order 
and prescribe as follows: 

1. Industry to Which Order Applies- The industry to which this order shall apply 
is the motor industry in the following branches, as referred to in the Schedule to 
this order: motor mechanics; automotive electrical; automotive machining; motor
cycle mechanics; automotive diesel mechanics. 

2. Application of Order-The provisions of this order shall apply to all employers 
of apprentice3 in the motor industry throughout New Zealand (whether bound by 
an award or agreement relating to the industry or not) and to all apprentices employed 
by such employers in the industry and to all contracts of apprenticeship (including 
those in force at the time of coming into force of this order) between such employers 
and apprentices, whether or not such contracts have been reduced to writing. (An 
"agreement" is an industrial agreement filed under section 103 of the Industrial 
Conciliation and Arbitration Act 1954, or an agreement filed under section 8 of the 
Labour Disputes Investigation Act 1913). 

3. Interpretation-Where no local apprenticeship committee has been appointed 
in any locality, or where the Court has discharged any local apprenticeship committee, 
the words "local apprenticeship committee" wherever used in subsequent clauses 
of this order shall be deemed to mean "District Commissioner of Apprenticeship", 
hereinafter referred to as the "local committee" and "District Commissioner" 
respectively. 

4. Prior Consent of Committee-(a) No employer shall engage any person on 
probation as an apprentice or enter into any contract of apprenticeship without 
the prior consent in writing of the appropriate local committee. 

(b) An employer, before taking an apprentice to learn a branch of the industry, 
shall first satisfy the local committee that he is a suitable employer, is in a position 
to continue in business as an employer, and has the facilities for properly teaching 
him the branch of the industry. 

5. Contracts to be Registered- The parties to any contract of apprenticeship to 
which this order applies shall, within 28 days of the commencement of the employment 
of the apprentice or the making of an alteration, as the case may be, submit the 
contract or the alteration to the District Commissioner for the locality concerned for 
registration. If the contract or alteration is not submitted for registration within 
the prescribed time, the parties thereto shall be severally liable to a penalty not 
exceeding $40. 

6. Minimum Age-The minimum age at which a person may commence to serve 
as an apprentice shall be 15 years. 

7. Prerequisite Education-It shall be necessary for any person desiring to become 
an apprentice to produce to the local committee evidence that he has completed 
2 years' secondary education and to satisfy the local committee that he has attained 
a standard in English and mathematics which in the opinion of the local committee 
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is sufficient to enable him to become a competent journeyman or, having been 
prevented by exceptional circumstances from completing 2 years' secondary education 
has neverthless attained a standard of education satisfactory to the New Zealand 
Committee. In any such exceptional cases the local committee may, with the prior 
approval of the New Zealand Committee, consent to the apprenticeship and such 
consent may, if the New Zealand Committee considers it necessary, be given on the 
condition that, in addition to his normal apprentice classes or correspondence 
course, the apprentice shall take tuition in English and mathematics for such time as 
the New Zealand Committee considers necessary. 

8. Term of Apprenticeship-(a) Except where otherwise provided in this clause 
the term of apprenticeship shall be 9,000 hours divided into nine 1,000-hour periods. 

(b) In the case of an apprentice who has obtained a pass in School Certificate 
subjects giving admission to Form VI under Education Department criteria or in that 
examination has obtained not less than 50 percent of the possible marks in any two 
of the following subjects: English, mathematics, technical drawing, applied mechanics, 
engineering shopwork, general science (including one of the physics options), physics, 
electricity, chemistry, the term of apprenticeship shall be 8,000 hours divided into 
eight 1,000-hour periods. 

(c) Where an apprentice passes the First Qualifying Examination conducted by 
the New Zealand Trades Certification Board in co-operation with the New Zealand 
Motor Trade Certification Board his term of apprenticeship shall be reduced by 500 
hours from the date he produces to his employer a notification that he has passed 
that examination. This reduction of 500 hours shall be deemed to be time served. 

( d) Where an apprentice passes the Second Qualifying Examination conducted 
by the New Zealand Trades Certification Board in co-operation with the New Zealand 
Motor Trade Certification Board his term of apprenticeship shall be reduced by 
500 hours (further to the 500 hours mentioned in subclause (c) of this clause) from 
the date he produces to his employer a notification that he has passed that examination. 
This reduction of 500 hours shall be deemed to be time served. 

(e) The credits of 500 hours provided for in subclauses (c) and (d) of this clause 
for an apprentice passing the First and Second Qualifying Examinations shall not 
apply where exemptions from one or both of these examinations or aegrotat passes 
have been granted. 
Provided that an apprentice who commenced his apprenticeship before the 27th 
day of June 1967 and who was exempted or was granted an aegrotat pass in the 
First and/or Second Qualifying Examinations shall receive the credit or credits of 
500 hours in lieu of the additional payments prescribed by the clause in operation 
immediately prior to the 27th day of June 1967. 

(f) Except for annual holidays under the Annual Holidays Act 1944, all holidays 
provided for in the award or agreement referred to in clause 11 of this order which 
are taken by an apprentice shall be deemed to be time served under his contract, 
reckoning 8 hours for any one day. Time worked on such holidays shall be added 
to the time deemed to be served. 

(g) All time lost by an apprentice through his own default or sickness in any period 
of his employment shall be made up before such apprentice shall be considered to 
have entered upon the next succeeding period of his employment, and the total period 
of his employment shall be extended by a period equivalent to such lost time. Time 
lost through accident arising out of or in the course of the employment shall be 
made up by the extension of the final period, with wages at the rate prescribed for 
that period; but if the time so lost exceeds 4,000 hours then the extension of the period 
and the obligation to pay the wages prescribed for that period shall not be continued 
beyond the time necessary to give the apprentice a total of 6,000 hours of actual 
work as an apprentice. 
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(h) An apprentice working overtime shall have such time added to his ordinary 
time in calculating the respective 1,000-hour period of his employment. 

(i) Except where otherwise provided on]y working hours shall be reckoned as 
time served. 

(j) Where the New Zealand Committee is of the opinion that time served in a 
related or similar occupation prior to the date of application for the engagement 
of an apprentice should be credited to the apprentice, it may, on application by or 
through a local committee, fix the term of apprenticeship. 

(k) A person who has attained the age of 18 years and who desires to enter into 
a contract of apprenticeship may apply to the local committee for a special contract 
of apprenticeship under section 25 of the Apprentices Act 1948. 

9. Period of Probation-(a) The period of probation to be prescribed in any contract 
to enable the parties to determine whether or not it shall be continued shall not exceed 
3 months. 

(b) When an apprentice is transferred from one employer to another, there shall 
be a period of probation not exceeding 3 months to enable the parties to the contract 
to determine whether or not it shall be continued with the employer to whom the 
apprentice is transferred. 

10. Proportion-(a) (i)The proportion of the total number of apprentices to the 
total number of journeymen employed by any employer shall not be more than one 
to every journeyman employed. 

(ii) Where an apprentice is receiving 100 percent of journeymen's wages by virtue 
of subclause (b) of clause 11 of this order his employer may (subject to prior consent 
of the local committee) employ an additional apprentice. The apprentice who qualifies 
as above for payment of wages at journeymen's rates shall not be counted as a 
journeyman or as an apprentice for the purpose of calculating the proportion. 

(iii) Notwithstanding the foregoing provisions the New Zealand Committee on 
the recommendation of a local committee may approve a proportion in excess of one 
to one in cases where the local committee is satisfied that the employer has the necessary 
facilities for teaching the branch of the industry: Provided that in no case shall the 
proportion of apprentices to journeymen exceed two to one. 

(b) The proportion of apprentices to journeymen employed by any employer 
in any branch shall, for the purpose of determining whether or not such employer 
is entitled to enter into a contract of apprenticeship with an apprentice, be based 
upon the number of journeymen who at the date of making application to the local 
committee had been employed in that branch in that establishment for not less than 
two-thirds full time for a period of 12 months preceding that date. 

(c) Where the local committee is satisfied that the employer meets the requirements 
laid down in subclause (b) of clause 4 of this order, it may, at its discretion, waive 
subclause (b) of this clause. 

(d) For the purposes of this order an employer who himself works substantially 
at the trade shall be entitled to count himself as a journeyman. 

(e) For the purposes of this order "journeyman" shall mean a worker who has 
completed a contract of apprenticeship or who has had at least 5 years' experience 
in an approved automotive workshop in the skills prescribed for the relevant branch 
of the industry, and who is employed in that branch. 

(f) The powers and discretions provided for in section 29 of the Apprentices Act 
1948 may be exercised by the District Commissioner and a ]ocal committee, not
withstanding that an employer to whom it is proposed to transfer an apprentice 
is already employing the full proportion of apprentices as determined by this order. 

11. Wages-(a) The minimum weekly rates of wages payable to apprentices shall 
be the undermentioned percentages of the minimum weekly wage rate for journeymen 
( or if no weekly wage rate is prescribed, then an amount equal to 40 times the minimum 
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hourly rate of wages for journeymen) in the branch of the industry in which the appren
tice is employed as prescribed by the award or agreement relating to the employ
ment of such journeymen in the establishment in which the apprentice is employed 
and in force for the time being and from time to time: 

For apprentices serving a 9,000-hour term of apprenticeship: 
First 1,000-hour period 
Second 1,000-hour period 
Third 1,000-hour period 
Fourth 1,000-hour period 
Fifth 1,000-hour period 
Sixth 1,000-hour period 
Seventh 1,000-hour period 
Eighth 1,000-hour period 
Ninth 1,000-hour period 

For apprentices serving an 8,000-hour term of apprenticeship: 

Percent 
42 
48 
54 
60 
66 
72 
78 
84 
90 

First 1,000-hour period 48 
Second 1,000-hour period 54 
Third 1,000-hour period 60 
Fourth 1,000-hour period 66 
Fifth 1,000-hour period 72 
Sixth 1,000-hour period 78 
Seventh 1,000-hour period 84 
Eighth 1,000-hour period 90 

An apprentice who has qualified for a reduced term as provided in subclauses 
(c) and (d) of clause 8 of this order shall, from the date he produces to his employer 
a notification that he has passed the appropriate examination, be paid at the rate 
prescribed as if the reduction in the term was time served. 

(b) Every apprentice who has more than 1,000 hours of his apprenticeship to serve 
and who produces to his employer a notification that he has passed the written section 
of the Trade Certificate Examination conducted by the New Zealand Trades Certifica
tion Board in co-operation with the New Zealand Motor Trade Certification Board 
shall for the final period of 1,000 hours of his term of apprenticeship be paid not less 
than 100 percent of journeymen's rates as defined in subclause (a) of this clause 
but where an apprentice passes that examination during the final 1,000 hours of 
his apprenticeship he shall, from the date he produces to his employer a notification 
of a pass in the examination, be paid for the remainder of his apprenticeship at not 
less than 100 percent of journeymen's rates. 

(NoTE-An apprentice is not eligible to take the practical section of the Trade 
Certificate Examination until he has completed his term of apprenticeship.) 

12. Technical Classes-(a) The New Zealand Committee may order any apprentice 
to attend courses of instruction at a school or institute for not more than four weeks 
in a year during 3 years of his apprenticeship. 

(b) As an alternative to the provisions of subclause (a) of this clause the New 
Zealand Committee may order any apprentice to attend classes during 3 years of 
his apprenticeship at a school or institute for 4 hours a week during normal working 
hours or alternatively at the discretion of the New Zealand Committee for 8 hours 
in each fortnight. 

(c) An apprentice ordered to attend as provided in subclauses (a) or (b) of this 
clause may also be ordered to attend evening classes for not more than two evenings 
a week during 3 years of his apprenticeship: Provided that if a local committee 
considers that the attendance or progress of an apprentice at evening classes is 
unsatisfactory, he may be ordered by the New Zealand Committee to attend classes 
for such further period as may be approved by that committee. 
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(d) As an alternative to the provisions of subclause (c) of this clause the New 
Zealand Committee may order any apprentice to enrol for and complete an approved 
course of instruction with the New Zealand Technical Correspondence Institute 
to the level of the Trade Certificate written examination. 

(e) The syllabus of instruction at courses and classes shall be as prescribed by the 
New Zealand Motor Trade Certification Board. 

(f) Where an apprentice has been ordered to attend courses or classes as provided 
in subclause (a) or (b) of this clause, the employer shall permit him to attend. 

(g) An employer shall not be entitled to make any deduction from the wages of 
an apprentice ordered to attend a school or institute during normal working hours; 
but absence without leave from such school shall be treated as absence through 
the apprentice's default and the employer shall be entitled to make a rateable deduction 
from the wages as provided in clause 14 of this order. For the purposes of the term 
of apprenticeship, time spent at a school during normal working hours shall be 
reckoned as time served. 

(h) Where an apprentice ordered to attend evening classes does not regularly 
attend such classes, the local committee may exercise the powers delegated to it 
by the Court under section 13 ( 4) (i) and (j) of the Apprentices Act 1948, viz. it may 
order that any increase in wages due to an apprentice shall be withheld by the employer 
for such period as the local committee may think fit, and it may also order that 
the period during which any increase in wages shall be withheld shall not be deemed to 
be included in the term of apprenticeship. 

(i) If a local committee receives from the New Zealand Technical Correspondence 
Institute an unsatisfactory report on an apprentice's progress in the theory relating 
to his trade it may exercise the same powers as are set out in subclause (h) of this 
clause. 

(j) Subject to satisfactory reports on his attendance and progress the employer 
shall refund to an apprentice enrolment or class fees incurred when he is ordered 
to attend courses or classes of instruction or to enrol with the New Zealand Technical 
Correspondence Institute. 

13. Apprentices from Overseas-A person who has served part of his apprentice
ship to the trade outside of New Zealand may complete the term of apprenticeship 
herein provided for with an employer in New Zealand on furnishing to the District 
Commissioner a certificate from his former employer and such other evidence (if 
any) as the District Commissioner and the local committee may require in order to 
show the time served by such person as an apprentice outside of New Zealand. 
The District Commissioner shall refuse to register any contract of apprenticeship 
entered into under the provisions of this clause until such evidence has been furnished 
to the satisfaction of himself and the committee. Any party affected by the decision 
of the District Commissioner may within 14 days appeal to the Court, whose decision 
shall be final and conclusive. 

14. Deductions by Employer-An employer shall be entitled to make a rateable 
deduction from the wages of an apprentice for any time lost through sickness in 
excess of 5 working days in any 1,000-hour period, or for any time lost through 
his own default. Accidents not arising out of and in the course of the employment 
shall be deemed to be sickness and the provisions of this order relating to payment 
of and deductions from wages and making up time in case of sickness shall apply 
also. The employer may require the production of a medical certificate before pay
ment is made for time lost through sickness or accident. 

15. Hours-The hours worked by an apprentice shall, subject to the provisions 
of any statute, be those normally worked by journeymen as prescribed by the award 
or agreement referred to in clause 11 of this order. 

16. Overtime-(a) An apprentice under 16 years of age shall not be permitted to 
work overtime. 
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(b) Apprentices under 18 years of age shall not be required or permitted to work 
overtime more than 6 hours in any 1 week. 

( c) An employer shall not permit an apprentice to work overtime on any night on 
which he has to attend classes at a school. 

( d) Payments for overtime shall be calculated in the manner prescribed for journey
men in the award or agreement referred to •in clause 11 of this order and at the wage 
rate received by the apprentice. 

17. Conditions of Award to Apply-The conditions of the award or agreement 
referred to in clause 11 of this order, in so far as they relate to the method and time 
of payment of wages, holidays, travelling time, outside work, country work, meal 
money, overall allowance, and other matters ( other than tool money) relating generally 
to the employment of journeymen and not in conflict with this order, shall apply 
to apprentices. 

18. Tool Money-(a) Subject to the provisions of subclause (b) of this clause, 
the employer shall pay to the apprentice tool money at the rate prescribed for workers 
in the award or agreement referred to in clause 11 of this order and the apprentice 
shall purchase each year tools to the value of the annual sum payable by way of tool 
money. 

(b) The employer may either purchase, or advance to the apprentice by way of 
orders on suitable suppliers such sums as are sufficient for the purchase of tools to 
at least the value of the annual sum payable by way of tool money, and the cost of 
such purchases, or such advances, shall be repaid by deductions from the tool money 
payable by virtue of subclause (a) of this clause. 

(c) If a contract is terminated, the apprentice shall return to the employer any 
tools supplied or the value thereof in excess of the amount of tool money provided 
for by subclause (a) of this clause. 

19. Contracts to Accord with Act-Every contract of apprenticeship shall accord 
with the provisions of the Apprentices Act 1948, and this order, and shall make 
provision, either expressly or by reference to the said Act or this order, for the several 
matters provided for therein, and shall not contravene the provisions of any Act 
relating to the employment of boys or youths. In default of such provision being 
made in any such contract of apprenticeship, or in so far as such provision is defective 
or ambiguous, the contract shall be deemed to provide that the conditions of appren
ticeship shall not be less favourable to the apprentice than the minimum requirements 
of this order. 

20. Obligations of Apprentice-It shall be an implied term in every contract of 
apprenticeship that the apprentice will diligently and faithfully obey and serve the 
employer as his apprentice for the prescribed term; that he will not absent himself 
from the employer's service during working hours without leave of the employer 
(subject to appeal to the local committee) or except as permitted by this order; 
and that he will not commit or permit or be accessory to any hurt or damage to 
the employer or his property, nor conceal any such hurt or damage if known to 
him, but will do everything in his power to prevent the same. 

21. Obligations of Employer-(a) It shall be an implied term in every contract 
of apprenticeship that the employer will during the prescribed term to the best of 
his power, skill, and knowledge, train and instruct the apprentice, or cause him to 
be trained and instructed as a competent journeyman in the branch of the industry 
to which he is apprenticed in accordance with the provisions of the Apprentices Act 
1948 and of this order and any amendments thereof. 

(b) Every contract shall contain a list of the operations and skills to be taught 
the apprentice, based on the Schedule to this order and approved by the local com
mittee. 
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(c) In every contract there shall be included the title of the person who is to under:.. 
take or supervise the actual training of the apprentice. The responsibility of the 
person so included by his title shall be limited to actual training or supervision thereof, 
and shall not be held to relieve the employer as contracting party of his contractual 
responsibilities. 

22. Premiums Forbidden-No premium in respect of the employment of any person 
as an apprentice shall be paid to or received by an employer, whether such premium 
is paid by the person employed or by any other person. 

23. Special Contracts-The provisions of this order shall not necessarily apply 
in the case of a special contract of apprenticeship entered into under the provisions 
of section 25 of the Apprentices Act 1948. 

24. Revocation of Order-The New Zealand Motor Industry Apprenticeship Order, 
dated the 14th day of February 1966, and recorded in 66 Book of Awards 65, and 
any amendments thereto are hereby revoked as from the date of coming into operation 
of this order, but all resolutions and orders of the New Zealand Committee, or 
of local committees, made by them pursuant to the said order and its amendments 
shall continue in force as fully and effectually as if they had been made pursuant 
to this order, and accordingly shall where necessary be deemed to have so been made. 

25. This order shall operate and take effect as from the day of the date hereof. 

SCHEDULE 

Operations and Skills 
All apprenticeship contracts shall be based on the following skills listed under 

each section of the trade from 1 to 5. 

1. Motor Mechanics 
The operations and skills for motor mechanics shall be based on those in (a) 

and (b) and those in (c) or (d): 
(a) Basic skills-(i) Correct use of files, hacksaws, scrapers, chisels, drills, taps, 

dies, reamers, hammers, spanners and all simple hand tools . Care, maintenance 
and methods of sharpening, hardening and tempering all types of hand tools. Care, 
maintenace and use of all precision tools such as micrometers, dial gauges and calipers. 
Use and maintenance of bushing hones, power drills and grinders. Correct appli
cation and use of torque wrenches. The use and care of garage jacks and presses. 
Safety and fire precautions in the workshop. 

(ii) Instruction in soldering and brazing. Riveting and correct treatment of bolts, 
studs and locks. 

(iii) The correct sequence and procedure in engine tune-up work, as applied to 
the particular section of the trade. Diagnosing engine faults with modern testing 
equipment. Setting valve and ignition timing. Correct engine lubrication. 

(iv) The use of the compression gauge, vacuum gauge, timing light and gas analyser. 
Cleaning and testing spark plugs. Carburettor overhaul and adjustment. Fuel system 
and fuel pump overhaul and adjustment. 

(v) General instruction in the correct use and writing up of time cards and work 
orders. The use of requisitions in obtaining parts and accessories. 

(vi) General instruction in the requirements and special provisions for the issue 
of warrants of fitness for all motor vehicles and trailers. 

(b) (i) General instruction in dis-assembly and assembly of all major petrol 
engine units. Correct application and use of all special tools. Methods of measuring 
and determining limits of petrol engine wear. Fitting wet cylinder sleeves. Fitting 
pistons, piston rings and gudgeon pins. Fitting of bearings. Straightening and 
aligning connecting rods. Valve facing and valve grinding. Engine troubles and 
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knocks. Repair and maintenance of carburettors, fuel pumps and the fuel system. 
Valve timing. The use and maintenance of valve-seat cutters, valve-seat hones. 
Oxy-acetylene welding. 

(ii) Overhaul and adjustment of clutches, gear and hydraulic transmissions, 
rear axles. Care and maintenance of cooling systems. Overhaul of water pumps. 
Overhaul and adjustment of brakes and braking systems. Recognition of worn parts 
by visual inspection and measurement. Modern methods of lubrication. Correct 
grades and types of oils and greases and their application to the motor vehicle. 

(iii) Care and maintenance of batteries, including battery charging. Removing 
and replacing batteries. Basic electricity. Use of hydrometer in testing batteries. 
Diagnosing and repairing of minor faults in starters, generators, voltage regulators, 
lighting system and electrical accessories. The use and care of the voltmeter and 
ammeter. Diagnosing and testing for faults with modern testing equipment. 

(c) Motor Mechanics-Steering faults and their remedy. Repair and alignment of 
chassis and suspension system. The fitting of wheels, rims and tyres. The fitting and 
repair of tubeless tyres. Wheel alignment and the recognition of steering faults 
by visual inspection of tyres and by the use of test equipment. Wheel balancing 
and the use and care of wheel balancing and alignment equipment. 

(d) Motor Mechanics-Tractor-Repair and maintenance of wheeled and track
type petrol tractors. Repair of tracks and carriers. Repair and maintenance of all 
attachments such as hydraulic pumps, controls, power take-offs, hoists and winches. 
Fitting, repair and maintenance of tractor tyres, tubes and wheels. Steering clutches. 
Adjustment of steering boxes on wheel-type tractors. Types of steel wheels and ground 
grips. Safety precautions in handling tractors. 

2. Automotive Electrical 
The operations and skills for automotive electrical shall be based on those in (a) 

and (b): 
(a) Basic Skills-(i) Correct use of files, hacksaws, scrapers, chisels, drills, taps, 

dies, reamers, hammers, spanners and all simple hand tools . Care, maintenance 
and methods of sharpening, hardening and tempering all types of hand tools. Care, 
maintenance and use of all precision tools such as micrometers, dial gauges and 
caUpers. Use and maintenance of bushing hones, power drills and grinders. Correct 
application and use of torque wrenches. The use and care of garage jacks and presses. 
Safety and fire precautions in the workshop. 

(ii) Instruction in soldering and brazing. Riveting and correct treatment of bolts, 
studs and locks. 

(iii) The correct sequence and procedure in engine tune-up work, as applied to 
the particular section of the trade. Diagnosing engine faults with modern testing 
equipment . Setting valve and ignition timing. Correct engine lubrication. 

(iv) The use of the compression gauge, vacuum gauge, timing light and gas analyser. 
Cleaning and testing spark plugs. Carburettor overhaul and adjustment. Fuel system 
and fuel-pump overhaul and adjustment. 

(v) General instruction in the correct use and writing up of time cards and work 
orders. The use of requisitions in obtaining parts and accessories. 

(vi) General instruction in the requirements and special provisions for the issue 
of warrants of fitness for all motor vehicles and trailers. 

(b) (i) Removing of starters, generators, distributors and various electrical units 
and preparing same for overhaul. The application of testing equipment related to the 
above. Charging of batteries, dismantling for repair or inspection; mixing electro
lyte; use of hydrometer and high-rate testing equipment. 

(ii) Bench testing and diagnosing faults in starters, generators, distributors, coils 
and condensers. Use of testing equipment in relation to the above. Diagnosing and 
repairing wiring faults. 
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(iii) Diagnosing electrical and ignition faults on vehicles and use of testing equip
ment for same. Complete overhaul and repairing of starters, generators, and ignition 
systems; voltage and current regulators. Rewiring of electrical systems; lighting system 
repairs and adjustments. 

(iv) The repair and maintenance of electrical wipers and all electrical accessories. 
The repair and service of dash and tank fuel gauge units, oil pressure gauges, thermo
meters, ammeters. 

(v) The use and care of all modern electrical testing equipment. 

3. Automotive Machining 
The operations and skills for automotive machining shall be based on the following: 
(a) Safety and fire precautions in the workshop. 
(b) Correct use and maintenance of hand tools normally used in the industry. 
(c) Use of measuring instruments and knowledge of their application in the 

industry. 
( d) Knowledge of sketches and scale drawings, blue prints. 
(e) Use of lathes, including turning, boring and facing operations, and in cutting 

of internal and external screw-threads. Operation of other machines normally used in 
the industry. 

(f) Fundamentals of making, hardening, tempering and shaping tools for machines 
normally used in the industry. 

(g) Correct use of various metals normally used in the industry and their heat 
treatment. 

(h) Instruction in the elementary practical use of acetylene and electric welding 
equipment. 

(i) Instruction in soldering and brazing, riveting and correct treatment for bolts, 
studs and locks. 

(j) Engine cooling and lubrication. 
(k) Basic principles of ignition and fuel injection. 
(1) General instruction in the correct methods of dis-assembly and assembly of all 

types of engines. Reconditioning of valve mechanisms (including valve facings, seats, 
guides, etc.). Measuring engine wear; tolerances. General lathe work in relation 
to automotive repairs. Crankshaft grinding. 

(m) Re-metalling and machining of main and big-end bearings and the fitting 
of same. Straightening and aligning of connecting rods. Grinding, turning and 
fitting of pistons, fitting piston rings and gudgeon pins. Cylinder reboring and honing. 
The use, care and maintenance of bushing hones and pin-fitting machines. 

(n) Reconditioning and machlning of petrol and diesel automotive engines, includ
ing tolerances, fits, and machining clearances. Setting valve and ignition timing. 

( o) The use and care of modern machines used in automotive machining work. 

4. Motor Cycle Mechanics 
The operation and skills for motor cycle mechanics shall be based on those in (a) 

and (b): · 

(a) Basic skills--(i) Correct use of files, hacksaws, scrapers, chisels, drills, taps, 
dies, reamers, hammers, spanners and all simple hand tools. Care, maintenance 
and methods of sharpening, hardening and tempering all types of hand tools. Care, 
maintenance and use of all precision tools such as micrometers, dial gauges and 
calipers. Use and maintenance of bushing hones, power drills and grinders. Correct 
application and use of torque wrenches. The use and care of garage jacks and presses. 
Safety and fi re precautions in the workshop. 

(ii) J nstruction in soldering and brazing. Riveting and correct treatment of bolts, 
studs and locks. 
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(iii) The correct sequence and procedure in engine tune-up work, as applied to 
the particular section of the trade. Diagnosing engine faults with modern testing 
equipment. Setting valve and ignition timing. Correct engine lubrication. 

(iv) The use of the compression gauge, vacuum gauge, timing light and gas analyser. 
Cleaning and testing spark plugs. Carburettor overhaul and adjustment. Fuel system 
and fuel-pump overhaul and adjustment. 

(v) General instruction in the correct use and writing up of time cards and work 
orders. The use of requisitions in obtaining parts and accessories. 

(vi) General instruction in the requirements and special provisions for the issue 
of warrants of fitness for motor cycles. 

(b) (i) The correct methods of dis-assembly and assembly on all motor cycle 
and similarly constructed units. The fitting of tyres and wheels; tube repairs. 

(ii) Use and maintenance of valve-seat cutters. Valve facing, seat honing and 
grinding of valves. Measuring engine wear. Adjusting brakes. Use of hydrometer 
in testing batteries. 

(iii) The fitting of bearings; straightening and aligning connecting rods; fitting 
pistons and rings; fitting gudgeon pins. Engine troubles and knocks. Steering faults 
and their remedy. Clutch and transmission adjustments and overhaul. Diagnosing 
faults in the ignition and electrical system. 

(iv) Diagnosing and repairing of minor faults in generators, voltage regulators 
and electrical accessories. The use of the voltmeter and ammeter. Complete overhauls 
of all motor cycle and similarly constructed units, with particular attention to recog
nition of worn parts by visual inspection and measurement. 

(v) Oxy-acetylene welding. Fitting and brazing tubes to motor cycle frames and 
forks. Aligning frames and forks. Rebuilding and repairing motor-cycle wheels. 
Cutting and screwing spokes. Use of dial test indicators and straightening and trueing 
fly-wheels. Internal engine theory and practice as applicable to motor cycle and similar 
engines. Simple carburation. Modern lubrication and types of oils used as applicable 
to motor cycles. Removing, replacing and care of batteries as applicable to motor 
cycles. Steering forks as applicable to motor cycles. Fitting bushes, gudgeon pin, 
mainshaft, cam and gearbox bushes. Lapping big-end bearings and fitting rollers. 

(vi) The use and care of modern testing equipment used in diagnosing faults in 
motor cycles. 

5. Automotive Diesel Mechanics 
The operations and skills for automotive diesel mechanics shall be based on those 

in (a) and (b) and those in one of (c), (d) or (e). 
{a) Basic skills-(i) Correct use of files, hacksaws, scrapers, chisels, drills, taps, 

dies, reamers, hammers, spanners and all simple hand tools. Care, maintenance 
and methods of sharpening, hardening and tempering all types of hand tooJs. Care, 
maintenance and use of all precision tools such as micrometers, dial gauges, and 
calipers. Use and maintenance of bushing hones, power drills and grinders. Correct 
application and use of torque wrenches. The use and care of garage jacks and presses. 
Safety and fire precautions in the workshop. 

(ii) Instruction in soldering and brazing. Riveting and correct treatment of bolts, 
studs and locks. 

(iii) The correct sequence and procedure in engine tune-up work, as applied to 
the particdar section of the trade. Diagnosing engine faults with modern test equip
ment. Setting valve and ignition timing. Correct engine lubrication. 

(iv) The use of the compression gauge, vacuum gauge, timing light and gas analyser. 
Cleaning and testing spark plugs. Carburettor overhaul and adjustment. Fuel system 
and fuel-pump overhaul and adjustment. 

(v) General instruction in the correct use and writing up of time cards and work 
orders. The use of requisitions in obtaining parts and accessories. 
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(vi) General instruction in the requirements and special provisions for the issue of 
warrants of fitness for all motor vehicles and trailers. 

(b) (i) Use and maintenance of valve-seat cutters, valve-seat hones, and valve
facing machines. Oxy-acetylene welding. 

(ii) General instruction in dis-assembly and assembly of all major diesel engine 
units. Correct application and use of all special tools. Methods of measuring and 
determining limits of diesel engine wear. Fitting cylinder sleeves. Fitting piston rings 
and gudgeon pins. Fitting of bearings. Straightening and aligning connecting rods. 
Valve refacing and valve grinding. Engine troubles and knocks. 

(iii) Modern methods of lubrication. Correct grades and types of oils and greases 
and when and where to be used. Overhaul and adjustment of clutches, gear and 
hydraulic transmissions, rear axles. Care and maintenance of cooling systems. Over
haul of water pumps. Overhaul and adjustment of brakes and braking system. 
Recognition of worn parts by visual inspection and measurement. 

(iv) Care and maintenance of batteries, including battery charging. Removing 
and replacing batteries. Basic electricity. Use of hydrometer in testing batteries. 
Diagnosing and repairing of minor faults in starters, generators, voltage regulators 
and the lighting system. 

(v) Dis-assembly, assembly and testing of injector nozzles. Some instruction on 
calibrating and phasing injector pumps, with particular emphasis on the limitation 
of the field serviceman. Timing the pump. Repair and maintenance of the fuel system, 
filters and primary lift pump. Testing and diagnosing diesel engine faults. Storing 
and handling diesel fuels. The use of modern testing equipment in diagnosing faults. 

(c) Diesel M otor Vehicles- Care, maintenance and fitting of truck and bus tyres, 
tubes and wheels-correct loading. Load distribution for articulated units. Hydraulic 
and air systems for brakes, doors and trailers. Power and remote steering controls. 
Wheel alignment and balancing. Chassis repair and alignment. 

( d) Diesel Tractors-Repair and maintenance of wheeled and track-type tractors. 
Repair of tracks and carriers. Repair and maintenance of all attachments such as 
hydraulic pumps, controls, power take-offs, hoists and winches. Fitting, repair 
and maintenance of tractor tyres, tubes and wheels. Steering clutches. Adjustment 
of steering boxes on wheel-type tractors. Types of steel wheel and ground grips. 
Safety precautions in handling tractors. 

( e) Diesel Earth-Moving Equipment-Care, maintenance and fitting of special 
tyres, tubes and wheels for earthmoving equipment. Repair and maintenance of 
track-type vehicles. Repair of tracks and carriers. Overhaul and maintenance of all 
hydraulic and air controls and attachments. Hydraulic and air braking systems. 
Power and remote steering controls. Safety precautions in handling the equipment. 

Dated this 9th day of December 1968. 
J.B. THOMSON, Judge. 

NEW ZEALAND PRINTING INDUSTRY-APPEAL AGAINST DECISION OF 
APPRENTICESHIP COMMITTEE 

In the Court of Arbitration of New Zealand, Canterbury Industrial District-In 
the matter of the Apprentices Act 1948; and in the matter of the New Zealand 
Printing Industry Apprenticeship Order, dated the 14th day of August 1967, 
and recorded in 67 Book of Awards 1633 ; and in the matter of an appeal 
by T. J. S. Smith, trading as the Temuka Printing Company, Cass Street, 
Temuka, from a decision of the Canterbury and Westland Printing Industry 
Apprenticeship Committee. 


